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Helping Lebanon together……. Lebanon will not die….    

   

Since the tragic day of August the 4th 2020, that left Beirut, our capital bleeding and our people 

hungry. Each and every little step counts, each and every little donation can be of big value to 

Hungry families. 

Here in Lebanon, we are still devastated by the loss suffered by so many of us. It is with a very 

heavy heart that I am reaching out because Lebanon needs your help, assistance and 

generosity. 

Lebanon was in a dire state even before the terrible explosion which wrecked much of the 

capital, Beirut. Add; The number of Covid19 patients is increasing tremendously. There is a big 

need for food and medicines.  

This incredible city will always be cherished, and it is our duty to fight to get it back on its feet. 

The Rotary Clubs of Lebanon have been committed to helping Beirut heal from its carnage and 

bloodshed. Together we can prove that the world can be a better place.  

A special thanks to each and every one and every generous Rotary club which has and is helping 

Beirut to rise again. 
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        RC of Mission Gorge and RC of San Diego South Bay. 

Dear Presidents and Members, we hope you are all well and safe.  

It was a pleasure hosting President and founder, Abraham Sultan.  

After showing him around the devastated area and visiting the Civil defense unit,            

President  Abraham Sultan, on behalf of RC Mission Gorge generously donated 1500$                       

to RC Tyre Europa. The same amount of donation from RC San Diego South Bay, a grateful 

appreciation and thanks to President Marissa de Luna. with the amount of 3000$ a lot could be 

done to Hungry devastated and shocked families; it will also go to providing the Lebanese Civil 

Defense more necessary equipments for rescue missions. 

In addition, providing and securing around 300 affected families with food boxes, mattresses, 

blankets, and pillows. Cooking materials and stoves  

We are extremely grateful for this generous and heartwarming donations and we hope you will 

continue helping and providing support for Lebanon.  

Rotary Club Tyre Europa would like to thank you for your care and continuous attention.  

Please spread and share “Lebanon will not die” with your Families, Friends and Rotary Clubs 

around you. So, we can continue providing Hungry homeless people 🙏 

Thank you and best Rotarian regards.  Stay Safe, Stay Well. 
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